
Warehouse management systems are used when your workload and customer order

requirements exceed your ability to manually meet demand through the use of basic tools like

spreadsheets.

The amount of times your warehouse team touches 
 or moves inventory is too high. 
You always need to increase staff  in peak periods
You have no way to measure performance of you
pickers
You don't really know how many people you need to
successfully fill orders

 

For further information contact one of our team at hello@vardells.co.uk or on 01298 767600.   

More considerations 

SCALEABLE PACKAGES TO SUIT ALL
SIZES OF BUSINESS
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WHEN DO YOU NEED A WMS?

SOFTWARE HARDWARE SUPPORT

VMR WAREHOUSE

WMS COSTS
There are five cost elements associated with purchasing a

WMS, when working out your ROI.

These will vary depending on size and complexity.

Software
Hardware & Infrastructure
Ongoing support & maintenance 
Implementation 
Internal costs 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You have too much inventory
You have a large number of returns, cause by
picking errors.
You are running out of space
You have lots of complaints from customers
Your warehouse cannot keep up with business
growth



A lean and efficient business

starts in your warehouse
Optimising your warehouse helps you provide your

customers with a seamless service experience, reduce

your operating expenses, increase your revenue and

working capital.

In today’s highly competitive, global market, you’re not

only competing with local suppliers, but with huge

global organisations - making it even more important to

ensure your warehouse is optimised to ensure you

delight your customers each and every time they place

an order with your organisation.

If you’re looking to improve your warehouse processes

and effectiveness to streamline your operations,

you’ll be pleased to know it’s easier than it seems.

Vardells VMR Warehouse solution provides a real time,

integrated barcode solution, designed to streamline all

warehouse operations to ensure your logistics

operation delivers on-time, every time. Our aim is to

provide a system that automates as many processes as

possible to deliver maximum efficiency and ensure

your business maintains the competitive edge.

Inventory Management  &
Control

VMR WAREHOUSE

Goods In Process

Outbound Order Processing

Putaway Process

Stock Take

Serial & Date Tracking 

BOM Picking & Product
Completion

CORE WMS
FUNCTIONALITY

EXPECTED EFFICIENCY
IMPROVEMENTS

Warehouse space 
 optimisation

Time Savings

Labour reduction

Error reduction

Increased speed

Improved delivery turnaround

Improved order accuracy

For further information contact one of our team at hello@vardells.co.uk or on 01298 767600.   
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Order Picking


